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Abstract
This paper presents the first large-scale analysis of pronunci-
ation variation in conversational Austrian German. Whereas
for the varieties of German spoken in Germany, conversational
speech has been given noticeable attention in the fields of lin-
guistics and automatic speech recognition, for conversational
Austrian there is a lack in speech resources and tools as well
as linguistic and phonetic studies. Based on the recently col-
lected GRASS corpus, we provide (methods for the creation of)
a pronunciation dictionary and (tools for the creation of) broad
phonetic transcriptions for Austrian German. Subsequently, we
present a comparative analysis of the occurrence of phonolog-
ical and reduction rules in read and conversational speech. We
find that whereas some rules are specific for the Austrian Stan-
dard variant and thus occur in both speech styles (e.g., the real-
ization of /z/ as [s]), other rules are specific for conversational
speech (e.g., the realization of /a:/ as [o:]. Overall, our results
show that less words are produced with the citation form for
conversational Austrian German (37.8% ) than for other lan-
guages of the same style (e.g., Dutch conversations: 56%).
Index Terms: Austrian German, Pronunciation Variation, Con-
versational Speech, Speech Reduction, Forced Alignment

1. Introduction
Whereas for the varieties of German spoken in Germany, no-
ticeable attention has been given to conversational speech in
human and automatic speech recognition (e.g., [1, 2]), for con-
versational Austrian there is a lack both in speech resources and
(speech technology) tools as well as in linguistic and phonetic
studies. The European project DIRHA1, which aims at creat-
ing a voice enabled automated home, and the Austrian project
Cross-layer pronunciation modeling for conversational speech,
have the objective to fill this gap. Based on the recently created
first corpus of read and conversational Austrian German (AG
henceforth) (GRASS corpus [3]), the goals of the present study
are (1) to provide a pronunciation dictionary covering read and
conversational AG (2) to analyze the frequency of phonological
and reduction rules in read and conversational speech and (3) to
provide an automatic method for the comparison of pronuncia-
tion variation in large corpora of different speech styles.

1.1. Previous phonetic studies on Austrian German (AG)

General descriptions of the pronunciation characteristics of
standard (as spoken by trained broadcast speakers) AG (as
compared to German spoken in Germany) can be found in
the German Pronunciation Dictionary [4]. The first corpus-
based pronunciation dictionary (ADABA) was created by Muhr

1For more information see: www.dirha.fbk.eu.

(2007) [5, 6], using single words recordings by trained Austrian
speakers. Also, the studies [7, 8, 9, 10, 11] present characteris-
tics of standard AG. The studies by Moosmüller et al. [12] and
by Klaß [13] focus on consonant realizations, whereas vowel re-
alizations are studied in [14, 15]. Table 1 provides an overview
of characteristics along with sample words and their citation
forms in German and standard AG.

A relatively large amount of studies investigated the proper-
ties of certain regional variants. For instance, for the province of
Styria, more than 30 speakers were interviewed [16] . Detailed
acoustic analysis of /e/ showed that the second formant is sig-
nificantly higher than for standard AG. Another study by Stelzl
(2009) investigated the frequency of several phonological rules
of speakers in the area of the Styrian town Murau [17]. For the
Viennese dialect, one line of research focused on monophthon-
gation processes (e.g., [18]) and its spreading to other Austrian
cities (e.g., [15, 19, 20]).

The studies cited so far are based on either impressionistic
or acoustic analyses of a small number of speakers in either
non-spontaneous or semi-spontaneous (interview) conditions.
Recently, the Graz corpus of Read and Spontaneous Speech
(GRASS) has been created [3]. It contains read sentences,
elicited commands and free conversations from 38 speakers.
Thus, [3] is an ideal material for investigation of the distribu-
tion of phonological rules, reduction phenomena and regional
variants for the different speech styles. For the conversational
speech part, we expect to find higher frequencies for some of
the phenomena mentioned in Table 1 and additional different
phenomena to what has previously been documented for AG.

1.2. Forced Alignment as a tool for speech style comparison

Due to a growing interest in conversational speech in the last
decade, large conversational speech corpora have been created
for many languages (e.g., for English [21], for Dutch [22]), and
for French [23]). In order to facilitate the annotation and pho-
netic analysis of such large speech corpora, automatic methods
have been developed. One ASR based method, which showed
good results for the analysis of pronunciation variation and
speech reduction at the broad segmental level, is forced align-
ment. It has been used for instance as a tool to model reduced
variants in German [24], and to analyze temporal speech reduc-
tion in French [25]. Whereas, some have used forced alignment
to give an overview of the frequency of certain phonological
and reduction rules in a given corpus (e.g., for Dutch [26, 27]),
others have adapted the method to study the conditions for spe-
cific realizations of one sound (e.g., [28] studied /l/ variation in
English, [29] studied /t/ variation in Dutch). In this paper, we
will use forced alignment for studying pronunciation variation
in different AG speech styles.



Table 1: Summary of characteristics of standard Austrian German (AG) as compared to the German citation form (GC). Sub-
segmental characteristics, which are not analyzed in the current paper, are marked with an asterisk.

Characteristics (Plosives) GC AG Characteristics GC AG
Lenis plosives are voiceless ∗ Different use of long and short vowels
backen ‘baking’ b"ak@n p"ak@n Spaß ‘fun’ Sp"as Sp"a:s
∗ Low aspiration of fortis plosives Devoicing of alveolar fricatives
Tisch ‘table’ th"IS t’iS Sonne ‘sun’ z"On@ s"On@
Intervocalic lenition of fortis plosives Monophthongations
weiter ‘further’ v"a:It5 v"a:Id5 keine ‘none’ kh"a:In@ k"a:n@
Spirantization of lenis plosives Assimilation of nasals
Barbara b"aöbaöa p"a:vaöa fünf ‘five’ f"ynf f"ymf
Inter-vocalic plosive deletion before /n/ Word-final syllable -ig as /ik/
gegen ‘against’ g"e:g@n g"e:N lustig ‘funny’ l"UstIç l"UstIk

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Speech material

Our study is based on the Graz corpus of Read And Spontaneous
Speech (GRASS) [3]. It contains for each speaker: 62 phoneti-
cally balanced sentences, 20 commands elicited with pictures
and half an hour of conversation (∼ 6 500 tokens/speaker).
Since conversations were between friends or family members
who were freely talking about everyday topics (in the absence of
an experimenter), the style of the speech is informal and casual.
The corpus was collected with speech technology applications
in mind and thus fulfills the requirements for automatic process-
ing (e.g., [27]): the recordings took place in a soundproof stu-
dio with both head-mounted and large-membrane microphones
at 48kHz. The orthographic transcriptions were created using
PRAAT [30] on speech stretches below six seconds. They con-
tain detailed annotations of hesitations, disfluencies and other
vocal and non-vocal noises.

From this corpus, we extracted read sentences, elicited
commands and conversational speech from 12 (out of 38)
speakers. The 12 speakers were gender balanced, with a similar
average age per group (agemale=33, agefemale=32). They were
born in one of the eastern provinces of Austria and they all
have lived most of their adulthood in Graz. In the conversa-
tional speech, there were two gender-mixed pairs, two between
women and two between men. From the conversations we ex-
cluded interjections, disfluencies, response tokens (e.g., ’mhm’,
’aha’) as well as broken words. This leaves us with a total of 22
260 word tokens for our analyses.

2.2. Forced alignment with multiple pronunciation variants

The forced alignment is carried out using a HTK system [31]
with standard German acoustic phone models and our AG lex-
icon with multiple pronunciation variants of all observed word
types. The input data (speech files and their manual transcrip-
tions) are processed by the alignment system determining for
each transcribed word the most likely pronunciation variant and
the corresponding phone segment boundaries. The 35 acous-
tic models are continuous density 3-state monophones with 5
Gaussians per state. The models have been trained on a total
of 5 000 utterances from 50 German speakers of the BAS read
speech corpus [32]. The acoustic parameterization can be de-
scribed as follows: 16 kHz sampling frequency, frame shift and
length of 10 and 32 ms, 1024 frequency bins, 26 mel channels
and 13 cepstral coefficients with cepstral mean normalization.
After adding delta and delta-delta features, each final MFCC

vector has 39 components.

2.2.1. Pronunciation lexicon

The pronunciation lexicon was created as follows: First, for
each word type (#= 4 364) a canonical pronunciation (Ger-
man standard) was created with the Balloon tool [33], provid-
ing syllabic and morphological boundaries, as well as primary
and secondary stress. Second, these pronunciations were cor-
rected manually. Errors mainly concerned proper names, for-
eign words and compounds.

In a third step, 32 phonological and reduction rules were
applied to the canonical pronunciations. Table 2 gives an
overview. The first part of the table (ID 1.1- 1.3) shows gen-
eral coarticulation, assimilation and reduction rules which are
also typical for spontaneous German spoken by speakers orig-
inating from Germany. These rules include those mentioned
by Wesenick et al. [34] and by Schiel, F. [35], which we nar-
rowed by specifying them for specific syllable structures and
stress patterns. The second part of the table shows rules which
were formulated on the basis of the literature on standard AG
(cf. section 1.1). Several of these rules overlap with those for-
mulated for the develpment of text-to-speech engines for stan-
dard AG [36, 37] and for the Viennese dialect [38].

Finally, variants were created manually for highly frequent
words (mostly pronouns and verbs) whose typical Austrian pro-
nunciation cannot be created by rules, or where the application
of a rule to all words in the lexicon would create unrealistic
variants (nein ‘no’ with the citation form /n"aIn/ pronounced as
n"a:). The final pronunciation lexicon had 6.8 variants per word
type.

2.2.2. Validation

To validate the acoustic models and our pronunciation variants,
a phonetically trained transcriber corrected part of the forced
aligned material. Instructions to the transcriber were to correct
the phone sequence (i.e., to substitute, delete or insert phone
labels). The material for validation consisted of two minutes
of each conversation and 8 read utterances of each speaker (to-
tal: 12 951 and 2 434 phones respectively). Overall, there was
a 18.5% discrepancy between the phone labels of the forced
alignment and the manually corrected ones. This was mainly
due to substitutions (16.9% in read and 15.1% in conversational
speech), with a small number of insertions (1.4% in read and
2.1% in conversational speech) and very few deletions (0.3% in
read and 1.0% in conversational speech). These low numbers
for insertions and deletions show that our set of reduction rules



indeed cover most of the reduced variants in GRASS. These
deviations between automatic and manual transcriptions are
smaller than previously reported (24.3% [39]) and well within
the range of reported inter-annotator discrepancies on manual
transcriptions (5.6% - 21.2%) [40]. We may thus consider our
data as a reliable basis for the study of pronunciation variation.

3. Results and discussion
To analyze the frequency of phonological and reduction rules
we proceeded as follows: When generating the pronunciation
variants for the lexicon, we logged the rules that contributed
to their creation. Then, the pronunciation variant which best
matched the speech signal was chosen by the forced alignment
procedure. Then the frequency of occurrence of the rules was
computed separately for the read and the conversational speech.
Finally, we used a Welch’s t-test to test whether pronuncia-
tion variation differed significantly in read and conversational
speech. Henceforth, we will show t- and p-values for signifi-
cant results.

According to our expectations, our results show that sig-
nificantly (t = −53.2, p < .0001) more words are produced
with the citation form in AG read sentences (67.9 %) than in
conversational AG (37.8%). The low percentage of word to-
kens produced with the German citation form in standard Aus-
trian read speech reflects that the German citation forms do not
well represent standard AG. It is thus not surprising, that for
conversational AG we find fewer canonical pronunciations than
previously for other germanic languages (e.g., 56% canonical
pronunciations in Dutch conversations [27]).

Table 2 shows a summary of our analysis on the frequencies
of occurrence of the phonological- and reduction rules. We as-
sign each rule a rule-ID and illustrate it with an example. Rule-
IDs ending in ’v’, ’c,’ and ’s’ affect vowels, consonants and
syllables respectively. For each rule, we give the numbers for
word types and word tokens in order to show whether a rule is
general or specific for a small number of word types.

3.1. Assimilations and deletions for all varieties of German

First, we analyze those assimilation and reduction rules which
can be expected in all varieties of German (cf. Table2, ID 1.1.c-
1.3.c). Our data shows that progressive and regressive assimi-
lation of voice and place of articulation of consonants are ap-
proximately as frequent in read speech (53.4% of the tokens) as
in conversational speech (51.6%). Also schwas, which precede
/n/ in unstressed syllables, are nearly as often absent in read
(57.4%) as in conversational speech (63.2%). This suggests,
that these rules from the phonological literature are speech-
style independent in AG. In average over all segmental con-
texts, plosive- and schwa deletion occurs nearly twice as often
in conversational than in read speech. Overall, we find schwa
deletion to be similarly frequent in AG (38.1%) as previously
reported for conversational Dutch (41.0%) [27] and for fast spo-
ken American English (43%) [41]. Thus, schwa deletion is as
frequent in AG as in other Germanic languages.

3.2. Substitutions and deletions typical for AG

This section presents our results for those pronunciation rules
which are specific for AG. Lines 2.1.c - 2.10.s in Table 2 show
the rules in order of decreasing difference between read and
conversational speech (i.e., the later a rule appears in the table

the more speech style specific it is). Our data shows that several
rules concerning the AG pronunciation are similarly frequent in
read as in spontaneous speech: the lenition of fortis plosives,
the spirantization of lenis plosives (ID 2.1.c), the devoicing of
alveolar fricatives (2.2.c) and the realization of the word-final
syllable -ig as /ik/ (2.3.c). The high frequency of these rules in
read speech is as expected given that they are frequently men-
tioned in the literature on standard AG (e.g., [9]) and have even
been incorporated in text-to-speech engines [36, 37, 38].

Lines 2.4.c to 2.6.c in Table 2 show rules which are sig-
nificantly more frequent in conversational speech than in read
speech: vocalization or deletion of /R/ (t = −3.09, p < .01),
reduction of the syllable -gen /g@n/ to /N/ (t = 3.16, p < .01)
and vocalization or deletion of /l/ (t = 8.08, p < .0001). The
most frequent among these rules is vocalization or deletion of
/R/, which occurs in 49.1% of the word tokens in read speech,
compared to 58.2% in conversational speech. These are very
high numbers given that the canonical pronunciation lexicon al-
ready includes vocalization of /R/ in coda-position. Our results
are in line with [9], who mentioned that vocalization of /R/ is its
most frequent realization, also in his non-spontaneous Austrian
speech material.

Finally, lines 2.7.c - 2.9.c show rules which hardly occur
in read speech (between 5.3% and 0.0% of the tokens) but
which are still relatively frequent in conversational AG (be-
tween 24.1% and 33.3% of the tokens): the deletion of word-
final [ç] or [x] (t = 29.2, p < .0001), the substitution of full
vowels and diphthongs (t = 48.5, p < .0001), and the deletion
of the morpheme ge- (t = 15.9, p < .0001). We consider these
rules as speech-style dependent, or rather, typical for conver-
sational AG. In read speech, these rules are limited to a small
number of word types. For instance, word-final [C] and [x] -
deletion exclusively occurs with the words ich ‘I’ with the ci-
tation form /"i:ç/ and noch ‘yet’ with the citation form /n"o:x/.
In our read speech material, ich was pronounced in 8 out of 114
tokens as ["i:], and noch was pronounced in two out of 18 tokens
as [n"o:].

3.3. Not-generalizable variants for highly frequent words

This section presents our results concerning not-generalizable
pronunciation variants which only occur in highly frequent
words. In general, we observed that these not-generalizable pro-
nunciation variants occur significantly (t = 65.9, p < .0001)
less frequently in read speech (17.9%) than in conversational
speech (49.7%). Even though this rule only affects 104 word
types in the conversational speech, 25.4% of all word tokens in
the conversational speech are produced with one of these not-
generalizable variants.

The pronunciation variants of this category affect highly
frequent words (e.g., pronouns and verbs). They combine sub-
stitutions and deletions: For instance, the word nein meaning
‘no’ with the citation form /n"aIn/ is pronounced as [n"a] 271
times out of the 340 occurrences in the conversational speech
material. The word wir meaning ‘we’ is produced 183 times in
its citation form /w"i5/ and 173 times as [m"a]. Some variants
of this category also combine substitutions, deletions and inser-
tions. For instance, the modal verb könnte ‘could’ is 6 times
realized in its citation form k"9nt@, 4 times as k"enat, and 11
times with another reduced variant.

4. Concluding remarks
In this paper, we have presented the first quantitative analysis
of pronunciation variation in read and conversational AG based



Table 2: Results: Rules and their frequencies. Column ‘Tokens’ and ‘Types’ contain the absolute number of word tokens/word types
to which a rule could apply and the relative frequency (%) with which a pronunciation variant created with the respective rule was
found in GRASS compared to the total number of word tokens/word types for which a pronunciation variant was created. ‘RS’ stands
for read speech, ‘CS’ for conversational speech.‘v’ in Rule IDs stands for vowels, ‘c’ for consonants, and ‘s’ for whole syllables.

Tokens Types
ID Citation form GRASS RS CS RS CS

0.0 Citation form 67.9% 37.8% 70.4% 55.1%
5 519 16 741 757 2 647

1 Assimilations and deletions for all varieties of German
1.1.c Progressive or regressive assimilation 53.4% 51.6% 68.3% 71.4%

erworben ‘received’ E5v"O5bn E5v"O5bm 127 433 28 185
1.2.v Deletion of unstressed schwa 15.1% 38.1% 22.6% 51.7%

bereitet ‘caused’ b"@öaIt@t bö"aIt@t 275 3 566 79 914
Specifically in context /@n/ 57.4% 63.2% 65.9% 70.9%
halten ‘to hold’ h"alt@n h"altn 597 2 235 597 737

1.3.c Plosive deletions in all positions 15.9% 27.8% 25.3% 37.9%
wichtig ‘important’ v"IçtIk v"ICtI 385 3 824 118 821

2 Substitutions and deletions typical for Austrian German
2.1.c Lenition of fortis and spirantization of lenis plosives 27.7% 32.1% 43.5% 33.9%

weiter ‘further’ v"a:It5 v"a:Id5 127 997 37 204
2.2.c Devoicing of alveolar fricatives 55.4% 52.7% 65.7% 81.9%

Sonne ‘sun’ z"On@ s"On@ 346 1 627 67 424
2.3.c Word-final -ig realized as /ik/ 83.3% 76.9% 84.5% 95.1%

lustig ‘funny’ l"UstIç l"UstIk 70 240 28 96
2.4.c Vocalization or deletion of /R/ 49.1% 58.2% 50.0% 49.0%

Garten ‘garden’ g"aöt@n g"a:t@n 181 747 20 140
2.5.s Syllable /g@n/ > /N/ 36.0% 47.4% 41.2% 49.1%

ehemaligen ‘former’ "e:@ma:lIg@n "e:@ma:lIN 44 369 14 109
2.6.c Vocalization or deletion of /l/ 14.3% 39.8% 16.1% 24.2%

Resultat ‘result’ öezUl"ta:t öezUI"ta:t 65 772 23 232
2.7.c Deletion of syllable-final [ç] or [x] 0.6% 24.1% 1.9% 22.6%

dich ‘for you’ d"Iç d"i: 314 980 36 89
2.8.v Full vowel substitutions 5.3% 33.3% 12.5% 46.9%

sagen ‘to say’ z"ag@n s"o:gn 87 4 385 34 546
2.9.s Deletion of morpheme ge- 0.0% 30.9% 0.0% 43.0%

gegangen ‘ran’ g@g"aN@n g"aN@n 83 253 16 77
3 Not-generalizable variants for highly frequent words

All manually created variants 17.9% 49.7% 51.4% 79.4%
wir ‘we’ w"i5 m"a 399 11 445 38 104

on 22 260 word tokens from 12 speakers from the GRASS cor-
pus. The first aim of the presented study was to incorporate
major AG phonological and reduction rules into a pronuncia-
tion lexicon. For this purpose, we applied 32 rules to the stan-
dard German citation forms of the words and we added variants
manually. The validation of the transcriptions created with our
set of pronunciation variants showed good results (18.5% dis-
crepancy, similar as for human labellers), suggesting that most
of the variation found in the GRASS corpus is covered by our
pronunciation lexicon.

The second aim of the present study was to analyze the fre-
quency and distribution of phonological and reduction rules in
read and conversational speech. We found that whereas some
rules are specific for AG and thus occur in both speech styles
(e.g., the realization of /z/ as [s]), other rules are specific for
conversational speech (e.g., the realization of /a:/ as [o:]. Over-
all, our results show that less words are produced with the cita-
tion form for conversational AG (37.8% ) than for other lan-
guages of the same speech style (e.g., Dutch conversations:
56% [27]).

The findings presented here will inform further studies on
pronunciation variation in Austrian German, both in the field of
linguistics and speech technology. We have created a pronunci-
ation dictionary, which is – along with the derived probabilities
for the occurrence of the variants – suitable for the incorporation
into an ASR system for AG. Furthermore, our study confirms
that forced alignment is a suitable tool for the comparison of
pronunciation variation in different speech styles. Its use is not
limited to the analysis of different speech styles, but it can be ex-
panded to the analysis of regional, social and speaker-dependent
aspects of pronunciation variation.
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